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Abstract: The SSEDIC (“Scoping the Single European Digital Identity Community”)
thematic network has concluded an intensive 3-year consultation period together with
over 200 European and international digital identity management experts and many
stakeholder organizations to establish recommendations that address key issues re-
garding the usability and interoperability of electronic identity management solutions.
The resulting recommendations are presented in this paper and should support the Eu-
ropean Commission as well as other public and private stakeholders to set priorities
for the path towards a Single European Digital Identity Community and the Horizon
2020. The key areas that need to be addressed as a priority are: mobile identity, at-
tribute usage, authentication, and liability.

1 Introduction

Digital identity management plays a fundamental role in securing trust and cooperation in

digital and interconnected societies [Axe84, Che05]. The challenges in developing digital

means that enable humans to extend their highly developed ability to recognize people and

groups in the offline-world into the cyber sphere are significant. Apart from technical also

psychological, cultural, legal, ethical, economic, and social issues need to be considered

in the process of designing solutions which should be interoperable and convenient to use.

The objective of the SSEDIC thematic network 1 is to provide a platform for all the stake-

holders of eID (electronic identity) to work together and collaborate to prepare the agenda

for a proposed Single European Digital Identity Community as envisaged by the Digital

Agenda (DAE) in its Key Action 16. To achieve this goal the SSEDIC consultation got in

contact with as many and diverse stakeholders as possible. SSEDIC met with eID experts

from the NSTIC program [Hou11] in Mountain View, Washington and London, SSEDIC

1SSEDIC is a EU funded thematic network (ICT PSP Call4), coordinated by Nestor Lab, University of

Rome Tor Vergata, Italy. For an overview of the more than 60 SSEDIC partners and associate partners see

http://www.eid-ssedic.eu
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Figure 1: Key focus areas of SSEDIC recommendations

of charge access to certain critical services (similar to emergency calls). This will require

close public-private cooperation. To ensure continued uptake and success of mobile eID

solutions SSEDIC therefore makes the following recommendations:

2.1 Mobile eID recommendations

1. EC Member States should be encouraged to accept Mobile eIDs, (either server-

centric or device based) as being an acceptable and notifiable credential for eGov

use.

2. The EC should review Mobile eSignature / Wireless PKI standards relating to eIDs

as soon as possible.

3. The EC should invest in research of suitable multi-factor authentication mechanisms

using personal mobile devices.

4. The EC should invest in a coordinated approach to education in identity domains

such as internet, telecommunications, citizens-eIDs, Travel, Health etc.

5. The EC should stimulate faster mobile eID and mobile signature take-up by reward-

ing fast adoption.

6. The EC should ensure that all citizens are able to access eGov services via mo-

bile devices regardless of contractual relationship with mobile providers (similar to

emergency calls).
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3 Harmonizing Attribute Management and Exchange

The management and exchange of certified attribute grows considerably in importance:

attribute assurance may in fact become the commercially most important area in digital

identity management, with significantly more applications than those focussing on “identi-

fication”. Attribute management poses several new challenges that have not yet been com-

prehensively addressed. These challenges include standardization [TBMS14, VPSK12],

procedures and assurance measures for linking attributes to existing eIDs [MC12, STO13],

managing hierarchies and dependencies in sets of attributes [AFNT04, ACN+02, TV97,

TV99], verification of certified attributes, revocation, interoperability including semantic

interoperability, privacy, attribute exchange/trade vs. user control and minimum disclo-

sure. Public-private cooperation is highly desirable in the management and exchange of

certified attributes.

Both public and private sector play important roles as attribute providers as well as rely-

ing parties. Close cooperation is therefore required to obtain user- and privacy friendly

solutions across both sectors. Users need to be educated about user control mechanisms

and the impact of attribute trade. A sensitive topic is the linking of attributes (includ-

ing unique identifiers) to eIDs which can - also from the user’s perspective - be useful in

certain situations and undesirable in others depending on the context.

3.1 Attribute management recommendations

1. Linking: The EC should support the development and evaluation of procedures for

linking attributes to eIDs while paying close attention to privacy threats.

2. Harmonization: The EC should initiate or revitalize the decision processes towards

a harmonization of attribute semantics (semantic interoperability) and legal value.

3. Standardization: The EC should act on the need for standardization in the attribute

management area; organize workshops and projects that bring together stakeholders

to initiate standardization. The need for standards should be clearly communicated

to policy makers.

4. Privacy: The EC should develop a normative framework to balance the user’s right

to privacy with the need of online service providers/e-government services to use,

process and exchange user attributes. Attention should be paid on how this can be

done adequately in an interoperability scenario. Special attention should be paid to

attribute trade and reputational/behavioural attributes that are generated through the

use of online services (like ratings on ecommerce websites).

5. Verification: The EC should study and evaluate procedures for efficient attribute

verification. Appropriate mechanisms (technical and procedural) to ensure account-

ability and dispute resolution should be developed and implemented.
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6. Dialogue: The EC should build on the interest in certified attributes by many e-

commerce and industry stakeholders to gain their attention for the goal of creating a

European eID ecosystem.

4 Rationalizing the choice of authentication assurance

Currently authentication is achieved by a variety of means. Authentication assurance

frameworks are well established and understood (e.g. Stork QAA and NIST) and a num-

ber of relevant standards are available or under development [ITU08, ISO11a, ISO11b,

ISO11c, ITU13, ISO13, ISO12a, ISO12b, ISO]. Many authentication assurance frame-

works focus on traditional two factor authentication, but new data-enabled and proba-

bilistic approaches to authentication are being developed. There are also approaches that

allow levelling up an authentication method for example to allow a social networking ID

to become higher assurance. The private sector seems open to alternative authentication

technologies, especially those which offer reduced deployment and management costs.

At this stage it is unclear how effective these approaches are in reducing the cost of iden-

tity management and improving privacy. Further it is difficult to compare and assess

such methods when mediating between different trust domains. Future standards therefore

should not push a particular solution but should enable interoperability. New approaches

to authentication need to support a wide range of uses and contexts and must work for

small and large organizations while considering usability and user convenience as key

factors [SSE12a].

4.1 Authentication recommendations

1. The EC should promote the establishment of an appropriate, easy-to-use framework

for the assessment of authentication technologies including alternative authentica-

tion methods (so that they can be exploited where appropriate or discounted where

not suitable.)

2. The EC should strongly promote internationally the establishment of an interoper-

ability framework for authentication based on results and experiences like the ones

provided by STORK, FutureID and other European projects on electronic identifi-

cation.

3. The EC should encourage the development of services that are usable by the average

citizen and complement this with appropriate education.
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5 Liability

The issue of liability is fundamental for the usability of identity information since it plays

a critical role in establishing trust. Assessing the assurance of identity information is

closely tied to the associated liability. SSEDIC found that the European eIDAS regu-

lation [Com12] as originally proposed was unclear with regard to important aspects re-

garding liability provisions [SSE12d]. The recommendations below point to some critical

issues that must be addressed to create a viable liability framework for digital identity

management in the EU. Some of the suggestions have been taken up in part in the po-

sition adopted by the European Parliament on April 3, 2014 [Par14]. Others should be

considered in the delegated and implementing acts of the regulation.

5.1 Liability recommendations

1. Liability provisions in the eID and Trust Services Regulation need to be revised and

updated, taking into account the different roles of identity providers in the Member

States, who can be either public or private sector entities. It may therefore be nec-

essary to consider separating the liability of Member States from identity providers,

as they may be separate entities.

2. The liability provisions in the eID and Trust Services Regulation need to be reviewed

to ensure that they are clear with respect to liability limitations and any possibility

of liability caps. Various options are possible, ranging from no liability, unlimited

liability to explicitly specifying liability caps in terms of financial amounts (possibly

linked to eID quality levels); this topic must be carefully considered. The primary

requirement is that liability implications are clear to anyone who relies on the trust-

worthiness of identities covered by the Regulation.

3. If EC policies on electronic identification intend to cover attribute provision as well

(i.e. including in cases where end users will not be personally identifiable on the

basis of the provided identity information), then a legal framework needs to be de-

fined that also covers the responsibilities and liabilities of attribute providers. The

currently proposed Regulation does not do this.

6 Implementation of recommendations

For the implementation of these recommendations SSEDIC suggests to consider the fol-

lowing aspects.
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6.1 Stakeholder involvement

SSEDIC urges the European Commission to involve stakeholders from a wide range of

sectors including the internet, telecom, finance, travel, postal services as well as the Euro-

pean Union Member States. In all these areas eID solutions are being developed or are in

use which enable transactions in many societal domains like healthcare, finance, work and

income, commerce and free movement of EU citizens.

6.2 Local adoption

The adoption of eID solutions for e-government and small businesses at the local level

has too often been neglected. Residents have much more frequent interaction with local

entities and businesses than with regional or national agencies. However, at the local level

sufficient technical competence is not necessarily available, and often expensive changes

to back-office procedures are required which do not generate immediate financial pay-

offs. Especially municipalities and small businesses often lack the required financial and

human resources to broadly implement even national eID solutions. Being prepared to

accept credentials issued cross-border is an even tougher challenge and will likely be more

expensive than cost saving for many small cities even in the long term.

6.3 International Cooperation and Standardization

European activities should further actively seek to engage with related efforts in other

parts of the world like NSTIC/IDESG in the United States and the eID programs in Asia.

Participating and obtaining a distinct voice in the world-wide dialogue on eID was found

to be essential for the success of the SSEDIC project as well. SSEDIC recommends that

representatives of past, ongoing (like STORK, STORK 2.0 and in particular e-SENS), and

future EU projects send representatives to standardization organizations to explain and

promote their technical results. These representatives should not only explore the relation

between results of their projects and existing or evolving standards but also take an active

lead in developing new standards and make all the necessary efforts to make a contribution

to shape those standards already in discussion.

6.4 The end user

Over the course of the last 3 years, SSEDIC has conducted two large surveys on user

attitudes towards eID and use of eIDs [SSE11, SSE12b]. Taking a step back from the

results and asking what might be particularly noteworthy characteristics of the respondents

to the survey we find that end users are
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• Sceptical: expect to see clear benefits from the use of eID technologies

• Convenience seeking: use convenient, readily available tools (also in a professional

environment) even if they have experienced or are aware of some associated security

issues

• Internationally oriented: engage in cross-border online commerce and banking trans-

actions

• With high expectations: expect their national governments and the EU to take action

towards improving the current situation and to ensure cross-border usability of eIDs

not only for public but also for private sector applications

These attitudes should be carefully considered when proposing digital identity manage-

ment solutions to citizens.

7 Conclusion

The SSEDIC recommendations presented in this paper point to required actions in key ar-

eas that are essential to provide interoperable and convenient digital identity management

solutions in a seamless digital Europe. The SSEDIC network has consciously decided to

focus its recommendations on the four key areas shown in figure 1 to give an appropriate

weight to its recommendations and the important consensus reached.

However, the SSEDIC thematic network has worked on other areas relevant for digital

identity management and produced more than 20 white papers on eID and its use within

the EU which contain important background material and further recommendation for

specific eID related challenges for example in the areas of criminal justice, dematerializa-

tion, education, and business models. For an complete overview we refer the reader to

ref. [SSE12c].

The European Union and its Member States are strongly encouraged to act on these rec-

ommendations as a high priority in a fast changing world-wide environment. While the

eID programs in most European member states are government driven and focus on e-

government applications other countries like the United States [Hou11] strive to enable

the private sector to provide eID services. The private sector might be able to incorporate

technological advances faster and be more sensitive to usability than government lead pro-

grams. However, if private sector applications should become the standard, governments

run the risk of losing digital sovereignty to private service providers, identity providers

and possibly to the governments in which jurisdiction these service providers are based.

Other emerging risks include the requirement of mandatory authentication (explicit or im-

plicit) where it is not strictly required leading to attribute aggregation and surveillance.

These threats become particularly relevant in context of geo-tagging/tracking and in e-

health related areas. The SSEDIC recommendation shall support the EU in recognizing,

addressing, and overcoming such challenges.
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The EU funded SSEDIC project concluded its work but many challenges as the ones

mentioned above remain and require continuing efforts by think-tanks such as SSEDIC.

The network SSEDIC created is prospering and will continue to grow as SSEDIC.2020.

SSEDIC.2020 will expanding on existing SSEDIC themes, support the implementation

of the SSEDIC recommendations, providing advisory and project validation services and

promoting international liaison and knowledge sharing.
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